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Abstract. We consider a biologically plausible model of the basal gan-
glia that is able to learn a probabilistic two armed bandit task using
reinforcement learning. This model is able to choose the best option
and to reach optimal performances after only a few trials. However, we
show in this study that the influence of exogenous factors such as stimuli
salience and/or timing seems to prevail over optimal decision making,
hence questioning the very definition of action-selection. What are the
ecological conditions for optimal action selection ?
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1 Introduction

Basal ganglia are known to be involved in decision making and action selection
based on reinforcement learning and a number of models have been designed to
give account on such action selection [10, 2, 3]. We have been studying a specific
computational model of the basal ganglia that has been introduced in [4] and
replicated in [13]. This model has been used to explain, to some extent, decision
making in primates on a two armed bandit task. One of the questions we attempt
to address in this study is to what extent the physical properties of the stimulus
such as the visual salience or other characteristics affect the decision and lead
to a suboptimal choice. For example (and quite obviously), a stimulus is very
likely to be selected, if it is presented before the other stimuli and this selection
will be made irrespectively of the potential reward associated with this stimulus.
Moreover, there may be other factors such as stimulus salience or population size
that may also disrupt the optimal performance. This led us to do a systematic
study of the influence of such exogenous factors to understand what are the
ecological conditions for optimal decision making.

2 Methods

2.1 Task

The task that has been used to demonstrate action selection in the model is
a probabilistic learning task that is described in [8]. Four target shapes are



associated with different reward probabilities (see figure 1). A trial is a time
period in which any two of the four possible shapes are presented at two random
positions (out of the four possible positions - up, right, down and left). The model
is allowed to settle for the first 500ms of the trial and then two random cues are
presented. By the end of trial period, a choice is made and the reward is given
according to the reward probability associated with the chosen shape. A trial is

Trial start Cue presentation Go signal Decision Reward Trial stop

0.5s - 1.5s 1.0s - 1.5s 1.0s - 1.5s
Time

P = 1.00

P = 0.66

P = 0.33

P = 0.00

Reward probabilities

Fig. 1. The two armed bandit task as described in [8, 4].

considered to be successful if a decision is made by the model, irrespective of the
reward received. In a single independent trial, the cognitive decision (shape of
the cue) and motor decision (position of the cue) are independent of each other.
At any decision-making level of the model, each of the four cue shapes and
each of the four motor movement directions is represented by one unit (neuron)
each. Thus in a given trial, when two cue shapes are presented at two different
positions, two cognitive, two motor and two associative (in cortex and striatum,
see figure 2) neurons are activated. The task is run for a session, a number of
trials, while at the end of each trial, the model learns the reward associated to
its selection. (see Learning).

2.2 Model

In [5], authors demonstrated an action selection mechanism in the cortico-basal
ganglia loops based on a competition between the positive feedback, direct
pathway through the striatum and the negative feedback, hyperdirect pathway
through the subthalamic nucleus. In [4], authors investigated further how multi-
ple level action selection could be performed by the basal ganglia, and the model
has been extended in a manner consistent with known anatomy and electro-
physiology of the basal ganglia in the monkey (see figure 2). This model allows
a bidirectional information flow between loops such that during early trials, a
direction can be selected randomly, irrespective of the cue positions. However,
after repeated trials, the model is able to consistently make the cognitive deci-
sion before the motor decision in each trial (see figure 3) and most frequently
the motor decision, biased by the cognitive decision, towards the position of the
more rewarding cue shape.

Learning . Learning has been derived from a simple actor-critic algorithm [12]
that shapes the gain between the cognitive cortex and the cognitive striatum.
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the basal ganglia model which is organised around three parallel
loops: cognitive, associative and motor. Only the direct and hyperdirect pathways have
been modelled.

According to the amount of reward received at the end of each trial (0 or 1),
the model learns to estimate the value of chosen stimulus and then the cognitive
pathway is biased in favor of the stimulus with the highest value.

Neuronal dynamics . This model uses the same, simple neuronal rate model as
in [5] and [4] to focus on the network dynamics. Within each structure, each
neuron (in each channel of any loop) is modeled as a single rate coded neuron
with the equation:

τ
dm

dt
= −m+ Is + IExt − T (1)

decay time constant of the synaptic input τ , negative values of activation, m
and threshold of the neuron T are set to respective constant values as per the
model in [4]. IExt is an external input representing the sensory visual salience
of the cue, which is unchanged throughout the process of learning.
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Fig. 3. Time course of a decision in the motor cortex (blue curves) and cognitive cortex
(red curve) before learning. At trial start (t=500ms), there is a first bifurcation between
stimuli that are actually presented and those who are not. The second bifurcation
around t=750ms is the actual decision of the model.

3 Results

In all the following cases, we consider 4 stimuli A, B, C, D respectively associated
with reward probability of 1.0, 0.66, 0.33 and 0.0. Learning is performed over
120 trials until the model reaches a performance of 0.90, meaning it chooses
the best stimulus 90% of the time. We then stopped learning in the model and
simulated a scenario where one stimulus is presented first and the other follows
after a certain delay. Another scenario involved presenting one stimulus with
more salience than the other. In both the scenarios, the intent was to emphasize
the advantage (earlier presentation or higher salience) to the lesser rewarding
stimulus and see if that leads the model to a suboptimal decision. We presented
the model with various scenarios involving different delays and saliences. (see
figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Two stimuli A & B can differ in salience (∆V ) and/or in timing (∆t). ∆V
is expressed as the relative ratio between the less salient and the most salient stimuli
(∆V = (VA − VB)/VB . ∆t is expressed as the delay separating the two stimuli onsets
(∆t = tA − tB).



3.1 Influence of delay

We first tested the influence of a small delay (between 0ms and 60ms) between
the presentation of the two stimuli. The worst stimulus, that is the one associ-
ated with the lesser probability of reward, is presented first and after the delay,
the second (better rewarding) stimulus is presented. We have been testing sys-
tematically all combinations of stimuli (A/B, A/C, A/D, B/C, B/D, C/D) and
averaged the mean performance over 25 trials (see figure 5). As expected, the
performance decreased with the increase in delay and the crossing (i.e. perfor-
mance is random) happens around 35ms for all combinations but the last one
(C/D) that happens very early, around 20ms. This specific case can be explained
by the poor estimation of the value of C and D during learning because those
stimuli are almost never chosen (most of the time, they are presented with a
better stimuli).
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Fig. 5. Performance of the model as a function of the delay between the worst and
the best stimuli. All combinations have been tested and mean performance has been
averaged over 25 trials.

3.2 Influence of salience

We tested the influence of salience by presenting simultaneously the two stimuli
but the worst stimulus, i.e, the one associated with a lesser probability of reward,



has been made virtually stronger than the other. The model, having learned the
rewarding probabilities, is expected to select the higher rewarding stimulus irre-
spective of the salience. However, the increased salience of the lesser rewarding
stimulus affects the model and leads it to take a bad decision (see figure 6). As
the salience of the lesser rewarding stimulus increases, a consistent decrease in
the performance of model is observed. Interestingly, the threshold percentage
of salience difference after which the performance of the model decreases, is a
characteristic of the difference in the reward probabilities of both the stimuli
presented. Quite visibly (figure 6), it takes higher salience difference for a lesser
rewarding stimulus to be chosen against the best rewarding one (in this case,
A) whereas a lesser increase in salience seems to be sufficient to compromise the
decisions involving lesser rewarding stimuli, like B.

In various neuropsychological studies on humans, like in [7] and [9], it has
been emphasized that the visual saliency of stimuli influences the choices over
the learned preferences and visual working memory. Interestingly, in [7] where at
an exposure time of 1500ms, which is quite similar to that of the model discussed
here, the influence of visual saliency was particularly evident when there were
no strong preferences among the options. This observation is supported by the
early performance decline of the model discussed here, when presented with two
closely rewarding stimuli (Stimuli C/D in figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Decrease in performance of the model when the lesser rewarding stimulus is
presented with stronger salience than the higher rewarding stimulus.



3.3 Joint influence of delay and salience

We further tested the model and studied the joint influence of delay and salience
by make the worst stimulus to be presented earlier and with a stronger salience.
As shown in figure 7, this dramatically degrades the performance and the domain
of optimal performance is even more restricted compared to original results.
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Fig. 7. Joint influence of delay and salience on the performance of the model. The two
effects appears to linearly sum up and the domain of optimal performance is even more
restricted.

4 Conclusion

These early results tend to question the very notion of optimal action selection as
defined in a number of theoretical works. The action may be considered optimal
provided the two options are presented simultaneously and with an equivalent
representation. In the reinforcement learning paradigm, such consideration does
not hold much relevance. However, from a more behavioral and embodied per-
spective, we think this is an important dimension to consider because an animal
is scarcely confronted by a set of perfectly equivalent options (but their asso-
ciated value). One may come first or one may just appear more ”obvious” (i.e.
more salient). In such a case, the inner dynamics of the model may lead to a
suboptimal choice as it is the case using the model from [4]. Although we did not
perform the study presented here on primates yet, the results from the model as-
sert the need for a closer look at the way we perceive decision making paradigms.



The question is to know to what extent some dedicated brain mechanisms are
able to cope with these problems. For example, concerning the time delay, a stop

signal, as it has been reported in [11], may represent a potential mechanism to
be able to solve the problem for small delays (< 200ms).

For the salience difference however, and to the best of our knowledge, there
is no such dedicated mechanism. In [6], a stimulus-reward association study on
macaque monkeys, spike recordings showed significant reward dependence in
their responses to the visual cues. In [1], rewards were shown to teach visual
selective attention maximizing the positive outcomes. However both the studies
do not identify the underlying mechanisms that caused the observations on the
effect of salience. This study hence suggests that measuring experimentally per-
formance using different salience levels could bring useful insights into decision
making.
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